
 
April 17, 2019 

 
Troy D. Jackson, President of the Senate  
Sara Gideon, Speaker of the House   
Maine State House 
3 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333 
 
Re: LD 946 (Bellows)—SUPPORT  
 
Dear President Jackson and Speaker Gideon: 
 
Consumer Reports writes to strongly support LD 946, An Act To Protect the Privacy of Online                1

Customer Information. LD 946 would provide consumers increased choice, security, and           
transparency over the data their internet service providers (ISPs) collect from and about them. In               
light of Congress’s decision to repeal the Federal Communications Commission’s Broadband           
Privacy Rule under the Congressional Review Act, it is critical for state governments to ensure               
their citizens’ rights are protected. We applaud the Committee for considering this vital             
legislation, and we urge the members of the Committee to vote in favor of this bill.  

 
Mainers need strong privacy protections over how ISPs treat their data. ISPs have a unique               
insight into customer activity because they provide internet service, for which they charge a              
substantial subscription fee, that requires them to collect a vast amount of data from and about                
their customers. While it is possible for consumers to take actions to protect themselves against               
websites that collect their data—by blocking browser connections to those sites—they have no             
choice but to use an ISP to access the internet and thus share data with the ISP. And all of a                     
consumer’s traffic flows over that internet connection. Even if traffic is encrypted, ISPs still              
know the sites and services their customers use, which can convey very sensitive information              
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of products and services annually. Founded in 1936, Consumer Reports has over 6 million members and publishes                                 
its magazine, website, and other publications. 



such as religious beliefs, race or nationality, sexual preference, physical location, presence at             
home, personal banking details, and physical ailments.   2

 
With such comprehensive data, ISPs can create intricately detailed profiles of their customers to              
sell to the highest bidder for a variety of purposes, including targeted digital advertisements for               
products like payday loans or expensive and unnecessary medications. Maine residents should            
have options over whether their ISP monetizes the data it collects to provide them internet               
service. LD 946 ensures they have those choices.  
 
The protections spelled out in this bill are necessary and reasonable. Further, the public wants               
these protections. A May 2017 Consumer Reports survey found that 92 percent of Americans              
think companies should have to get permission before sharing or selling users’ online data. And,               3

most Americans do not believe that having to give up their personal information to get basic                
communications service over broadband is a fair deal. Consumers’ privacy concerns have            4

translated into a desire for stronger laws to help them protect their privacy while online:               
two-thirds of Americans say that current laws are not good enough in protecting their privacy.  5

 
In the wake of Congress’ decision to repeal the Broadband Privacy Rule, there are not clear rules                 
governing what ISPs can do with customer data. But Mainers already pay a premium every               
month for internet service at home and on their devices. They should be entitled to a reasonable                 
expectation of privacy in the use of these services. Just as we do not expect a cell carrier to listen                    
to our phone calls, we should not expect them to watch and sell our web browsing and app usage.                   
Thus, it is even more important for the state of Maine to stand up and protect its citizens’ privacy                   
rights. 
 
For these reasons, we urge you to vote in favor of LD 946, An Act To Protect the Privacy of                    
Online Customer Information.  
 

Signed, 
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